PLANNING FOR LIGHTING IN PERFORMANCE SPACES
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This presentation describes end-user needs through real-life examples and photos.
These case studies will help to prepare architects and designers with a shared language
and understanding of how properly designed theatrical and auditorium lighting systems are critical to a successful performance and a safe environment for cast, crew and
audience members alike.

Wenger Corporation (wengercorp.
com) provides innovative stage,
sound and storage solutions for
performing arts, music/theatre
education and athletics programs
around the world. Our Wenger®,
J.R. Clancy and GearBoss® brands

Explore the background of theatrical lighting theory in order to apply its concepts
to theatre building design
Investigate different types of performance venues and locations within, that typically
receive stage lighting fixture placement to safely support the integration of fixed and
flexible requirements of theatrical lighting required by product lighting designers.
Summarize recommended architectural lighting illuminance values for critical
front of house, back of house, and theatrical support spaces applying safe levels
of general illuminance in the variety of before, during, and after show lighting
conditions presented by theatrical production.
Identify theatrical specialty code provisions associated with lighting life-safety
elements, interfaces, and functionality required in assembly occupancies to protect
cast, crew, and audience member alike.

are dedicated to flawless performance in all our products and
solutions. For nearly 75 years,
Wenger has been listening to
customers to produce the durable
and functional products they
need. For 130 years, J.R. Clancy
has been producing exceptional
rigging and theatrical equipment.
Since joining forces in 2011, these
two time-tested brands deliver
advanced products for the highest
levels of acoustic excellence,
comfort and versatility for any
performance venue. Learn more
at www.wengercorp.com.
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